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word spoken on each side was accepted and loyally car-
ried out by both.
The opinion of a stranger about the Greeks of Western
Asia Minor would be strongly affected according as he
came in contact with one or the other of these two ex-
cellent authorities. "Which are we to believe? For my
own part, I think the second is nearer the truth, pro-
vided you remember that much depends on the tone and
spirit in which you deal with the Greeks.'?
Questionable commercial dealings, a survival of the
Byzantine love of gifts and fees, have been associated
with these practical, enterprising people. "The Greeks
have in some degree laid themselves open to these
charges," said a noted observer, Mr. Stanley Lams-
Poole (7). "It was very unwise of them to take the first
rank as merchants in the East, and thus arouse the
jealousy of the merchants of all European nations, whom
they have eclipsed by their superior business capacities.
Envy will pick holes anywhere, but it is especially easy
to criticise the customs of a merchant class. Mercantile
morality all over the world is a thing of itself, not gen-
erally understood of the people. But there is nothing to
show that the Greek merchants are less scrupulous than
the rest, though their temptations are infinitely greater.
If a little sharp business is said to be permissible, and
even perhaps necessary, at Liverpool for instance, it is
a fortiori essential in Turkey. It is a perfectly well-
understood principle that in Turkey, where everything
is done by bribery and corruption, a merchant, unless lie
wishes to be ruined, must steer a somewhat oblique
course. So long as the late Turkish rule extended over
Greek subjects, it was necessary to do in Turkey as the
Turks do. French and English merchants sin as much as
the Greeks in this manner, but the superior commercial
ability of the Greeks and their consequent success have
drawn on them the whole evil repute. It is not that the

